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INTRODUCTION 

OPTIMI DIGITAL PTY LTD (Optimi Digital) is a small specialist digital strategy and 
implementation advisory practice based in Perth, Western Australia (WA).  Optimi Digital draws 
on over 30 years knowledge and experience involving technology, people, development 
projects, strategy and innovation, across three different states and at the national level, 
involving both the public and private sectors.  Optimi Digital specialises in the development of 
innovative strategies and practices designed to improve access to goods and services, through 
the digital reinvention of existing operating approaches and models. 

Optimi Digital’s principal advisor, Jim Wyatt, has been involved in public and private strategy, in 
relation to telecommunications and the online economy, for nearly 20 years. Jim was part of 
the Tasmanian team that developed the pioneering Fibre-To-The-Premises (FTTP) project 
TASCOLT in 2005. This project was the foundation of what we now refer to as the National 
Broadband Network (NBN) and led to Tasmania being the initial deployment site for the NBN.  

Jim played an integral role in the implementation of the WA Government’s Regional Mobile 
Communications Project (RMCP) as the designated Project Manager. He was instrumental in 
convincing the Commonwealth Government to adopt the RMCP model as its strategy for 
addressing regional mobile coverage, following recommendations under the Regional 
Telecommunications Independent Review Committee chaired by Rosemary Sinclair, in 2012. 

Jim was also responsible for the design of the evaluation methodology applied in the last State 
Telecommunications Needs Assessment, to determine the next list of priority sites, to receive 
investment, for improved mobile coverage. This methodology was vindicated when WA 
received just over a third of the funded sites under round 1 of the MBSP. 

Jim is currently advising several Development Commissions across WA in relation to their 
priority sites for round 2 of the MBSP as well as several other State Governments. He is also 
involved in the development of implementation plans to support a number of the Regional 
Investment Blueprints, in relation to their objectives around communications and the digital 
economy. 

Jim is involved in facilitating alternative FTTP network solutions under the Commonwealth’s 
Telecommunications in New Developments policy and has been assisting several communities 
to secure alternative NBN options in place of Satellite and Fibre-To-The-Node (FTTN) and where 
the company building the NBN (nbn™) has bypassed crucial business and industrial areas. Jim is 
a regular presenter at national events involving digital government, regional development 
through digital technologies (Digital Tourism, Smart Farming and Innovation Agendas) and 
options for accessing digital infrastructure, to support improved social and economic outcomes.   
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NBN ALTERNATIVE OFFERING 

Optimi Digital specialises in sourcing alternate NBN solutions for communities that are 
dissatisfied with the technology being deployed or the schedule in which areas will receive the 
NBN from nbn™.  

Optimi Digital works with each client to explore solutions to improve the capability and capacity 
of the telecommunications infrastructure across a defined geographic area. We assist clients to 
source proposals from suitable wholesale carriers, to deploy updated telecommunications 
infrastructure in line with the Australian Government’s National Broadband policy.  

The aim is to achieve an outcome where once deployed this network infrastructure would 
satisfy the Australian Government’s policy and as such the area would be deemed as ‘served’ 
under the NBN policy. Any carrier would also be required to operate and maintain this network 
in line with the Telecommunications Act 1997, as an open access, wholesale network, offering 
other Retail Service Providers the ability to compete to service local businesses and consumers. 

Optimi Digital works with each client to develop a supporting business case, which defines the 
class of technology that is affordable, to replace the substandard technology offering from 
nbn™, and the most appropriate investment model to achieve this. Each business case is built 
around a comprehensive audit of the nbn™ current and future roll out plan, the level of local 
economic and social infrastructure and an assessment of the latent and potential digital 
demand across the designated network footprint.   

Each client is provided with one or more comprehensive proposals sourced either through and 
Expression of Interest (EOI) or Request for Proposal (RFP) process. Each proposal is required to 
detail the technical, operational and capacity characteristics of the network to be deployed 
across the designated footprint. These characteristics should include minimum and maximum 
services criteria (speed - bit rate and data quotas) and any aggregated layers (contended) 
between the network end points and the Point of Presence or local exchange.  

Each proposal also will consist of the proposed network technology to be used (EPON/GPON, 
FTTN, wireless and other forms) as well as a description of the architecture to be used in its 
deployment. An indication of any value added services that the network architecture will 
support and would be bundled in with normal carriage service (such as CCTV, VOD, 
SCADA/Telemetry and others) should also be listed and explained. 

Clients are then assisted to evaluate these proposals and establish the most appropriate 
commercial terms for the implementation of an alternative network subject to funding, 
Governance and compliance requirements and establishing the best model for the ongoing 
operation and management of the alternative capability.   
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TELECOMMUNICATIONS IN NEW DEVELOPMENTS 

As of July 2015 the Australian Government published a detailed updated policy on the provision 
of telecommunications in new developments. The revised policy aims to make infrastructure 
delivery more efficient and innovative by promoting competition between providers. 

Whist the responsibility for the deployment of telecommunications infrastructure in new 
developments (residential and commercial) rests primarily with the property developer, they 
now have the choice of their preferred provider (subject to compliance with parts 7 and 8 of 
the Telecommunications Act 1997). 

Optimi Digital can assist property developers to source alternative compliant providers, in place 
of either Telstra or nbn™. Assistance is also available for the evaluation of procurement 
processes and due diligence on provider capabilities, compliance and build standards. 

The Government is now looking at new rules that set minimum standards for 
telecommunications in new developments and industry coordination. 

OPTIONS FOR COMPETITION IN BROWNFILED FOOTPRINTS 

The ACCC has acknowledged the existence of superfast broadband services (higher speeds than 
ADSL2+ or 25Mbps) outside what is being provided by nbn™. Parts 7 and 8 of the 
Telecommunications Act 1997 regulate how these services will operate in the world of the NBN. 
As long as a network provider complies with these regulations they may deploy superfast 
broadband infrastructure and operate this under wholesale terms and in line with the declared 
Superfast Broadband Access Service (SBAS) declaration. 
 
This also applies to any extension of previously existing networks that have been expanded by 
more than 1 kilometre from the footprint, which was in place at the time of the introduction of 
the NBN. Network footprints built prior to this date are exempt from the regulated 
requirements and the SBAS.  
 
What this means is there are no restrictions on the deployment of alternative superfast 
broadband infrastructure as long as it is operated in a compliant manner with the NBN 
legislation. This opens up the opportunity for the deployment of alternative infrastructure, to 
communities who feel that the nbn™ satellite, fixed wireless or FTTN technology options are 
not adequate for their needs. 
 
Optimi Digital identifies, evaluates and then facilitates access to such alternative network 
providers in these circumstances. 
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FTTP COMPETITION 

There are a number of direct Fibre-To-The-Premises (FTTP) network providers in existence. 
Most of these providers operate as competitors to nbn™ in the ‘New Development’ market. At 
this time few of them are also offering solutions in Brownfield retro-fitting arrangements. 
Those that are include: 
 

 Redtrain Networks (City of Whittlesea)  

 Opticom 

 LBNCo 
 
Optimi Digital can facilitate proposals from each of these providers. 

MUNICIPAL FIBRE NETWORKS 

Municipal broadband deployments are broadband based Internet access services provided 
either fully or partially by local governments on behalf of their communities. Common 
connection technologies include unlicensed wireless (Wi-Fi, wireless mesh networks), licensed 
wireless (such as LTE), and fiber optic cable. Although many cities previously deployed Wi-Fi 
based solutions, municipal fiber-to-the-home networks are becoming more prominent because 
of increased demand for modern audio and video applications, which are increasing bandwidth 
requirements in an explosive manner (see ABS and ACMA reports).  
 
Such networks are becoming quite popular in the United States. The role of Local Government 
in the facilitation of broadband has largely been confined to Wi-Fi hotspots here in Australia. 
The decision by the Australian Government through the NBN, to shift a number of regional 
communities on to the SkyMuster Satellite platform is likely to stimulate interest in this form of 
FTTP deployment across the Country.  
 
Optimi Digital is very supportive of this approach, to enable regional and rural communities’ 
equitable access to the same broadband standards that seem reserved for major urban centres. 
ECFibre.Net (major Vermont based Municipal Fibre Network Operator, see- www.ecfiber.net) is 
a perfect example of the model that we are looking to establish across regional Australia. 
 
Optimi Digital is partnering with Tim and Leslie Nulty (Mansfield Community Fiber Inc), 
acknowledged as the driving force behind the establishment of ECFiber.Net and regarded as 
some of the most experienced practitioners in the implementation of Municipal Fibre Networks 
in the US.  Together we offer a real alternative to satellite NBN for rural and regional 
communities. 
 
Municipal Fibre Networks go hand in hand with the evolution of Smart Communities, which is 
another specialty of Optimi Digital. We often look to create an integrated implementation 

http://www.ecfiber.net/
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model that works both for the betterment of superfast broadband availability and the 
transformation of Local Government services delivery and municipal management practices. 

FIT FOR PURPOSE IOT NARROWBAND NETWORKS 

Optimi Digital believes that nbn™ is not the ‘be all and end all’ of digital infrastructure 
providers. The emphasis is on fixed connectivity to the property and as such it offers little in the 
way of support for the increasing mobile nature of the way we live and work. Optimi Digital 
actively researches and investigates a range of radio based network technologies that provide 
‘fit for purpose’ solutions in industrial and regional circumstances. 
 
Many of these technical alternatives provide more cost effective and ease of deployment 
options for requirements based around the Intern of Things (IoT), machine to machine 
communications and localized access options that support tourism, transport, agriculture and 
emergency services requirements.  
 
Optimi Digital has a significant focus on the use of LoRa (Long range, low bitrate and power 
radio) to provide cost effective (about 1/100th the cost of cellular mobile or 3/4G) and flexible 
connectivity solutions, in support of Smart Community and IoT applications. For more 
information on these technologies and the opportunities they can provide download the 
presentation on Narrowband from the Tool Box on our website or email us for a copy.  

FIXED WIRELESS OPTIONS 

On occasions the business case for full FTTP cannot be substantiated in some communities. 

When this is the case Optimi Digital will revert to seeking suitable proposals from a range of 

Fixed Wireless Network Operators. The emphasis is on securing a solution that can best 

emulate the capabilities of a full FTTP network yet fit within the financial, environmental and 

operations restrictions that may exist. There are numerous options in the space and where 

possible Optimi Digital looks to secure the involvement and interest of local providers and 

suppliers. 

The option to progress down this pathway will be determined subject to the project scoping 

and assessment process.    

NBN TECHNOLGY CHOICE PROGRAM 

nbn™ offers an option for communities not satisfied with the proposed network technology 
they are scheduled to receive, to seek a higher standard. This is called the Technology Choice 
Program and it was instigated at the request of the Australian Government due to numerous 
complaints and lobbying for a better solution by many communities and Local Governments.  
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The Technology Choice Program provides a mechanism for interested parties to pay for a 
change to their nbn™ access technology. It is offered as two options, Area Switch and Individual 
Premises Switch (see www.nbnco.com.aufor more details). 
 
There is little detail available of the number of communities that have taken advantage of this 
program or the results of their participation. Media stories for just some of the communities 
that have gone down this pathway are not favourable to the NBN. According to these media 
reports many communities have paid up to $10,000 to have an upgrade design and quote 
prepared by nbn™ only to regret this action as the additional investment estimates have proved 
unrealistic. The Burnie City Council in Tasmania rejected the process after being asked to pay 
$50,000 for a quote to scope an upgrade to its CBD (business precinct). 
 
The table below represents the reported outcomes of some communities that have undertaken 
this approach.  
 

Location Premises NBN 
solution 

Upgrade Cost Per Property 

Nathan Forest 
(NSW) 

124 FTTN FTTP $495,000 $3,992 

Kambah (ACT) 389 FTTN FTTP $0 Rejected as not all 
property owners 
agreed 

Westbury & 
Hagley 
(Tasmania) 

1,100 FTTN FTTP $3.3 million $3,000 

Hadspen 
(Tasmania) 

1,000 FTTN FTTP $2.7 million $3,000 

 
Optimi Digital offers a no-obligation complimentary facilitation service to its clients, to establish 
the same outcome, supported by detailed implementation proposals and funding solutions.  

PROJECT SCOPING AND ASSESSMENT 

Each client’s (community’s) needs and circumstances are different. In some cases we work with 

a regional development organization on a clustered solution, connecting up multiple towns and 

footprints. Other prospective projects can involve a single town, new property development or 

commercial/industry area. This is why we recommend that each client consider undertaking our 

digital readiness assessment. This helps us to scope the requirements and establish the basis 

for the business case and appropriate technology solution. 
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In most cases we recommend our clients ‘test’ the market through either an EOI or RFP process. 

In those circumstances where a Municipal Fibre Network is desired Optimi Digital in partnership 

with ECFiber.net will prepare a detail design, costing and implementation plan and present this 

to the client.  Subject to the needs of each client Optimi Digital will also investigate and 

facilitate a range 3rd party funding and investment options, to finance the implementation of 

the alternative network. This will also include sourcing appropriate compliant network 

operation, management and maintenance solutions. 

FINANCING AND FUNDING ARRANGEMENTS 

Optimi Digital can also assist with facilitation of funding options, to enable an alternative 

superfast broadband network deployment. We work hand in hand with providers, investment 

houses and the community, to determine the optimal funding model. This may involve: 

1. Community owned assets, operated and maintained by a specialist 3rd party network 

operator. 

2. Delivery of a turnkey solution (design and construction) and then handed to a Local 

Council to own and operate. 

3. Built, owned and operation model, by a specialised wholesale FTTP or Wireless network 

operator. 

4. Assistance in the formation of a community Retail Service Provider, operating over one 

of the options above. 

Optimi Digital can also assist with Grant applications for supplementary funding from either 

State or Federal programs and match this with debt or equity financing models from a selection 

of investment houses.   

SUMMARY 

Optimi Digital understands that whilst nbn™ believes it has met the needs of all Australians in 

its choice of network technology, this often falls short of local requirements. The nature of 

broadband infrastructure is often seen as a necessity for many communities to remain 

competitive in a globally digital world. We offer the option to explore alternatively delivered 

superfast broadband, in a cost effective yet comprehensive manner.  

If you would like a no-obligatory proposal prepared in order to understand your options, the 

business case for improved technology deployment and the range of financial and funding 

terms to support this, then contact Jim Wyatt from Optimi Digital on 0408945944 or 

jim@optimidigital.com.au. Please visit our web site at www.optimidigital.com.au and explore 

the resources and information available through the ‘Tool Box” page. 

mailto:jim@optimidigital.com.au
http://www.optimidigital.com.au/

